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Introduction

T

his book is about the ways in which religious
education provides for learning about ethics,
especially in relation to religious ethics, and provides opportunities for the moral development of
any pupil. It’s the ninth and last in RE Today’s series
‘Engaging with Secondary RE’. Each book in the
series takes a current curriculum issue that teachers face, and addresses it through numerous wellworked practical activities for the classroom. We
want to enable pupils to learn about ethics in RE in
ways that are profound, broad minded and open
hearted.
Here you will find classroom activities that use visual learning, thinking skills, writing frames, contemporary case studies and methods from philosophy,
sociology and religious studies. We have included
examples of lessons on prejudice, justice, peace
and conflict, the sanctity of life and the green ethical issues. These are not new issues for RE, but we
have provided new ideas about how to teach them.
Wouldn’t it be good if pupils really understood for
themselves the challenges of thinking about ethics
and trying to do what they think is good? We hope
these pages will help you to make that sort of RE
happen in your classroom.
Lat Blaylock
Series Editor
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Engaging with secondary RE: Ethical RE

Ethical RE: frequently
asked questions
1. Will RE make young people behave well? Should it?
‘Teaching the difference between right and wrong’ is an oft-quoted aim of moral
education, but it isn’t simple. RE teachers know that forming ethical views is a very
subtle process. To listen to some commentators, you would think that teachers the
whole nation over are busy peddling an absolute relativism in which Mystic Meg,
the Pope and the Dalai Lama are all equally valuable (or useless). There’s no difference between the merits of learning the Sermon on the Mount, or the vitamin list
on the cereal packet, or the lyrics of Britney’s latest. In fact, the business of drawing alongside young people, getting their restive questions in one hand, and the
treasures of some of the great religions of the world in the other, and bringing
these together, is a subtle but possible task. Doing ethical RE brings its own reward:
young people thinking profoundly about what is true, what is good, what is worthy
of love. In RE, we don’t teach pupils to be good, but sometimes the subject shows
them what it means, and helps them be clear about the good that they seek for
themselves.

2. What is ethics?
Ethics is, by one account, that part of philosophical enquiry which is concerned
with the meanings and applications of ideas about good and evil, right and
wrong. In another significant sense, ethics is a practical enquiry about what we
ought to do, and for some it’s a dimension of religion. Others suggest that ethics
is about action, doing what is good rather than merely talking about it. In RE, all
these views of ethics are significant, but the curriculum especially uses dilemmas
that might be close to the lives of learners to enable critical and personal reflection
on different views about right and wrong, good and evil. It is sometimes helpful
to distinguish ethics – a study of principles and alternatives – from morality – the
more practical application of ideas about goodness to life.

3. How is ethics related to religions?
‘In various different and complex ways’ is the only possible answer here. For example, in Buddhist tradition, there are ‘skilful means’ to approach enlightenment,
including for instance the practice of compassion. This looks like ethics to ‘Western’ readers, but inside Buddhist traditions the word is not often used. Atheist
critiques of religious ethics often attack them for being rule-based, authoritarian
and dogma-dependent, but the expression of Christian love, for example, can be
an experience of freedom for the believer. Theistic religions often make strong links
between their teachings about God and their visions of ethics, but it is also perfectly possible to develop an ethical understanding of human life without religion.
One slogan that the British Humanist Association likes to promote is ‘good without God’. The relationships between beliefs about humanity and the transcendent
and ideas about ‘the good’ is always contested. However, by long practice, and by
natural linking, RE is one of the most important areas where ethics is studied in the
curriculum, precisely because all religions offer their followers some ethical ideas to
pursue.
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6. Does RE promote relativism by taking the varied ethics of
different traditions on board?
Relativism is hard to define. Try this: ‘Moral relativism is the conviction that rightness and wrongness are properly and inevitably defined subjectively or inter-subjectively, according to variables of time, place, context, perception and so on. Relativism denies (as naive or doctrinaire) all claims to a universally accessible vantage
point from which to morally judge actions or value systems. Relativists defend the
claim that human beings make ethics, rather than discover them.’ (Thanks to Elizabeth Templeton for this description.) If this description is as close as you can get in
70 words, then RE might promote relativism, and that might be no bad thing. The
role of the subject, and the teacher, is more to try and be an honest broker between ethical theories than a proponent of any one of them. And the trouble with
ethical behaviour is that it comes in all varieties (though it’s always very different
from unethical behaviour). In Christian and Jewish scripture, for example, Daniel
refused the dinners cooked by foreigners, while Esther slept with a foreign king.
Both are commended. The ethical action of each contributed to the salvation of a
nation. Tricky.

7. Shouldn’t RE be replaced by ethics in the curriculum?
From the point of view of the contributors to this book, the answer is ‘no’. Here are
three justifications.
• Religions provide the raw material of diversity for ethical learning. Where
personal and social education goes wrong, pupils get the feeling they are being presented with two answers to every problem, one right and the other both
wrong and dangerous (sex, drugs, rock-n-roll – ‘just say no’ seems to be the message). In studying religious ethics, the diversity of human accounts of the good is
always available to the learner.
• Religion is about more than good and evil. Transcendent beliefs, the pursuit of
truth, the exploration of human nature and community are not merely ethical.
Dropping RE for ethics would exclude huge and vital areas of human experience.
These biggest explorations of the meanings human beings make for life are themselves part of the essential backdrop to ethics.
• For human beings, the will to do good is a far bigger issue than the judgement
of what is good (Mark Twain: ‘It’s not the commandments that I don’t understand that are a problem for me. It’s the ones I do understand.’) Without being
coercive, a religious education worthy of the name will take this seriously, and
will show pupils how to think and live more carefully and ethically, in the light of
the moral teachings and visions of some great spiritual figures and movements.
Might it be good to explore the idea that religion can empower human ethics?
What else does this? Should hypocrisy be on the curriculum (it is part of all religions, after all, and even some Humanists fall short of the Golden Rule)?
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Increasing awareness of the linked and
creative tensions between the spiritual and the moral: We know that the
Humanist vision of autonomous ethics
can transform human life, and so can
the path of the Buddha or the Ten Commandments. How can this insight be
more thoughtfully shared with pupils, so
that they see that different beliefs can
lead to inspiring behaviour?

The exploration and development
of moral courage among learners:
To will what is good, to pursue it with
commitment, is more important in
religion than to know it. As Marx says
‘the philosophers this far have only
interpreted the world. The point is to
change it.’ Should this idea animate
moral development in RE?

Enlarging moral imagination: RE
should show pupils the wonderful things
that flow from being good: goodness
makes friends, makes harmony, makes
love. It’s never easy, but ethical commitment can enlarges the human spirit and
build up human happiness.
Encouraging a subtle discrimination and awareness of
motives, actions and consequences: Whether pupils
prefer consequential ethics, or
some system of the rule of love,
the ability to see the other side
of an ethical argument is precious, and both sides need to
learn to do it.

The deeper examination of
altruism in its various forms,
including that of Mother Teresa, Gandhi and Martin Luther
King (the RE teachers’ Trinity?),
but also the close-to-home recognition that, for many, it’s my
mother who lives for others in
a way that I can intimately observe, and she’s the one who
inspires or changes me.

Balancing coolness/objectivity with passion/engagement:
Good ethical RE doesn’t produce stuffed minds and empty
hearts, but rather encourages
moral growth and passion, on
the basis of rational understanding and wide sympathy.

Wouldn’t it be good if pupils
got more RE like this?

Ten aspirations for ethical RE

Growing rationality in the
exploration of ethical questions so that RE moves away
from ‘pool your ignorance’
discussion of bullying, and
enables the same rigour in
moral enquiry that science
asks for in scientific enquiry,
and a growing understanding of ethical theory.

Increasing sensitivity to the plurality
of moral experience: As my Jewish Bible
professor put it, moral behaviour comes
in different forms. Daniel won’t eat the
Babylonians’ lunches, while Esther sleeps
with their king. Both are commended
by Judaeo-Christian scripture. But moral
behaviour is clearly opposite to immoral,
selfish and destructive behaviour. Maybe
we need to love the moral questions in
their ambiguity for a while before we
can find the answers.

Greater awareness of both context
and universals: How can we enable
learners to see why anti-gay rap music happens in Jamaica, and is loved
by some 16-year-olds, as part of the
culture, but is wrong everywhere? RE
must aspire to explain ethical contexts.
Why isn’t their sensitivity to animal
cruelty matched by many in the adult
Christian community? Why does it find
an echo in Hindu reference for all life?

Ethical RE should clarify the moral issues and principles involved in human
life and experience: So, for example, we
might get pupils to use stillness to meditate on a bar of fairly traded chocolate
and an ‘ordinary’ bar. Chocolate looks like
just chocolate, until the ethics, so often
hidden by marketeers, are exposed. When
some pupils in the ‘Woodcraft Folk’ stuck
a poster on the schools’ chocolate machine saying ‘Dead baby with every bar.
Boycott Nestle’, should they get a certificate of merit or be expelled?

Ten aspirations for ethical RE
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Steps towards respect

Nine steps up towards a fairer society:
where are you on the stairs?

Stairs to respect: how far up are you?
This helpful diagram shows that people can be more or less negative, and more or less positive, about other groups. Think of someone you know from the world of the movies who is prejudiced.
Where on the stairs would they fit? How about Hitler? Or Nelson
Mandela? How about you?
Hans Olssen, a Swedish sex and relationships educator, suggested
in 2005 that the process of building tolerance and respect could
be represented on his ‘stairs of tolerance’. This picture is based on
his writings.
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Attitude

What does this mean? (A matching activity)

Celebration of
diversity

‘I’m enthusiastic about all the varieties of people on the planet. I’m committed to diversity: it is inspiring, challenging and fun. We’re all different,
but we’re better off together. I’m not better than others, just different.
That’s cool.’

Mutual
understanding

‘Having learned from members of groups different from myself, I know
that the differences between us are real. I think I understand where they
are coming from, and I want them to understand my point of view too.
Both sides need to “get it”.’

Respect

I have a positive regard for the viewpoint of the other group. I can see
that their experience is valuable. I can see that as people they deserve
their own rights and space. I don’t want to be anyone one else, but it’s
fine that they are different.’

Acceptance

‘I don’t always think these people are doing things right, and I’ve got my
arguments with them, but I can see that “live and let live” is a fair way
forward. We’re all human beings, after all.’

Tolerance

‘I am fine putting up with this group of people. I don’t want to be like
them, or spend time in their company perhaps, but there they are: each
to his own. Some people might say that’s a bit grudging. Well, maybe it
is, but it’s how I see it.’

Dislike
Prejudice and
fear

‘I don’t like this group of people. They’re different, and I wish they
weren’t. This is a private attitude. I’m not out there doing anything about
it, I won’t hurt them. It’s just the way I am. I don’t like any of them.’
‘I think these people are all the same, and they always want things their
own way. They are trying to take over, and that’s scary stuff – why should
they? They all seem the same to me, and there’s nothing you can say to
change my mind. That’s how I see it.’

Discrimination

‘If it’s down to me then I would make sure members of this group don’t
get on particularly well. Actions which make life harder and more difficult
for them seem fair enough to me, though I might keep them secret, to
keep a clean image.’

Hatred and
violence

‘This group are dreadful. They only cause problems for me and others
like me. I can’t stand them. Nothing will change my view. We should kick
these people out. Nothing’s too bad for them, they deserve everything I
intend to do to them.’
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